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Abstract 
In order to study the current situation of my campus football development, research 
hotspot and research preface, this article from 2000 to 2020, using CiteSpaceⅢ 
knowledge map, from the number of posts, the year, and the evolution of campus football 
research hotspot and trend.The following conclusions and suggestions: 1) the overall 
trend of "campus football" paper can be divided into three stages are slow development 
stage (2008-2010), rapid development stage (2013-2018), stable development stage 
(2019-2021) 2) for campus football keywords can be roughly divided into: development 
and reform, campus football and education, and campus football imitation and learning 
3) The research trend of campus football develops from a single youth football to 
considering the constraints of campus football to the study of football reform in the field 
of school sports.Suggestions put forward: 1) Education Bureau and Sports Bureau to 
build and improve the youth football competition system 2) layer by layer, improve the 
channel for campus football players to study 3) establish a reward mechanism to 
encourage the construction of school echelon of all ages. 
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1. Introduction 

At the beginning of 2009, in order to further implement the Opinions of the CPC Central 
Committee and the State Council on Strengthening Youth Sports and Enhancing Youth Physical 
Fitness, the Education Bureau and the Sports Bureau jointly issued the outline of the plan for 
developing campus football activities, which marks that the development of youth football in 
China has entered a new era [1]. On October 20,2014, The State Council issued the "Several 
Opinions of the State Council on Accelerating the Development of the Sports Industry and 
Promoting Sports Consumption" that will develop Chinese football and vigorously carry out 
campus football to the strategic high level of national development.In 2015, the General Plan of 
Chinese Football Reform put forward the planning blueprint of promoting the campus football 
reform, expanding the campus football population and establishing the football schools in the 
form of a "national name" document.On August 28,2020, the Ministry of Education and other 
seven departments jointly issued the Action Plan for the Construction of Eight National Youth 
Campus Football, thus opening the "2.0 era" of campus football [2].Campus football activities 
have been carried out for more than 12 years and have achieved remarkable results. Since their 
development, hot events such as campus football characteristic schools and pilot areas, 
teaching management platform and big data event management system have once again 
developed campus football to a new height again, and the scientific research on campus football 
has also become a new upsurge.In 2014 to 2017 has created more than 20000 football 
characteristic schools, and plans to create 30000 characteristic schools and a batch of 
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demonstration effect pilot counties (area), campus football activities make schools at all levels 
can enjoy the happiness of football, campus football held every summer activities is a test of the 
provinces and cities campus football is also a campus football activities a summer 
carnival.Thirty-two provinces, municipalities directly under the Central Government and 
autonomous regions (except Hong Kong and Macao) first selected the provincial teams through 
the prefecture-level cities, and then through the competition between the provinces, three sets 
of the best teams were selected, and finally the best team of the national campus football 
summer camp was selected through the three sets of round matches.The wide impact of this 
activity, Large radiation range, High level of technology and tactics, It can be seen that the 
national senior level to the importance of campus football activities, The development of the 
campus football activities not only increases the Chinese football population base, but also 
provides a steady stream of competitive talents for the Chinese football, As the campus football 
activities constantly heat up, A growing number of experts and scholars are studying all aspects 
of the development of campus football, This article performs data analysis of papers on "campus 
football" through cite space software, The research process and research hotspots of this 
research problem are all being found, To provide an effective basis for the construction and 
development of campus football. 

2. Data Acquisition and Research Methods 

2.1. Data Procurement 
In the data source first in the accurate search input the theme word "campus football", year 
span of 20 years from 2000 to 2021, at the same time in order to obtain the authority and 
validity of the conclusion, select the core journal, after duplicate articles and invalid articles in 
total in 2000 to 2021 in 2021. 

2.2. Research Technique 
2.2.1. Visual Analysis Method 
The Citespace 5 was used in this study. 6R3 software is the main analysis tool of the relevant 
literature knowledge map, draw the map of subject words or keywords, the author and 
organization, time zone and cooperative network map, and analyze the potential research 
hotspot, development trend and the path of knowledge structure. 
2.2.2. Bibliehiometry 
In this study, the 543 selected papers were analyzed for themes and keywords. 

3. Study Results and Analysis 

3.1. Statistical Analysis of "Campus Football" 
After the visual analysis of 543 papers on the Knowledge Net, the distribution map of the 
published year based on "campus football" was obtained.As shown in the trend chart of the year 
of publication in graph,1，This analysis makes clear the overall trend in relevant paper 
publications from 2008 to 2021, The overall trend can be divided into about three stages: slow 
development stage (2008-2010), rapid development stage (2013-2018), and stable 
development stage (2019-2021), The 2008 was the Olympic year of the 29th Summer Olympics, 
As the host country, the Chinese men's soccer team naturally has a huge home advantage, tied 
New Zealand 1-1, lost 2-0 to Belgium and 3-0 to Brazil, Three games without a win so dismal 
ended the Olympic trip, China has also committed frequent violent fouls on the court, It is lost 
and lost.The total of the Chinese men's football team won the fourth and the women's third in 
the China East Asian Football Championship held the same year, with only four teams 
participating in this time.In 2008 in the memory of Chinese football is sad, the defeat of the East 
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Asia Cup, the Olympic Games, let Chinese football executives constantly thinking and 
exploration, looking for a conducive development of Chinese football road, in the three years 
and the concept of "campus football" is not put forward, the development of campus football 
plan is not on the agenda, so there are few papers on this aspect.In April 2009, the General 
Administration of Sport of China, the Ministry of Education jointly issued the "Notice on the 
National Youth Campus Football Activities" , the concept of "campus football" gradually into 
people's vision, schools actively responded to the call of the government to strengthen the 
school, supplement football training equipment, reasonable football training, in February 2013, 
the Education Bureau issued the Ministry of Education opinions on strengthening the national 
youth campus football work ", opinions summarize the development experience and 
deficiencies in the past few years ago, scientific planning to guide the sustainable development 
of campus football.In September 2014, The State Council held the seventh special meeting on 
football work, officially clarifying that campus football was led by the education department.It 
is an important adjustment for the education department, which is the need to straighten out 
the relationship, expand the platform and make sustainable development.On November 
26,2014, The State Council held a national teleconference on youth campus football work, and 
Vice Premier Liu Yandong made an important speech.In February 2015, at the 10th meeting of 
the Central Leading Group for Comprehensively Deepening Reform, the General Plan for China 
Football Reform and Development was approved, which clearly put forward campus football as 
a basic project to expand the scale of football population, consolidate the foundation of football 
talents, improve the comprehensive quality of students and promote the healthy growth of 
young people.Since 2010, the national high-level for campus football documents issued, 
education Bureau and Sports Bureau constantly sum up experience, innovation development 
path, continuous research, clarify the development context, in this period of time from 2010 to 
2018, scholars in this research of the published papers also present the stage of rapid 
development.The number of papers published in the following years of 2018 has also 
maintained a stable trend. How the "campus football" continues to develop scientifically is a 
problem that many experts and scholars need to continue to study deeply, so its number has 
not fluctuated greatly from 18 years to so far. 

3.2. Key Words and Topic Cluster Analysis of Relevant "Campus Football" 
Papers 

Clustering analysis of the selected papers with citespace software can clearly see the frequency 
of use between the keywords of the relevant papers, which is conducive to sorting out the 
association between the papers, grasping the research direction, and finding new research hot 
spots [4].Running Citespace 5.R3 software, the network node selects Keyword (keywords) to 
map the network knowledge map. In the keyword co-occurrence knowledge map, N value =340, 
E value =804, Density=0.014, N value represents a total of 340 keywords, and E value 
represents the degree of contact in these keywords.As shown in figures 2 and 3, the graph of 
cluster analysis is shown, the highest frequency is campus football, followed by youth football 
and campus football activities. According to the frequency of these keywords, it can be roughly 
divided into three categories: the development and reform of campus football, the integration 
of campus football and education, and the imitation and learning of campus football.As the most 
basic level of the pyramid of Chinese football development, how the effective and sustainable 
development of youth football has played a decisive role in China's football career.In 2009, 
education bureau jointly released the first document on campus football to August 28,2020, the 
Ministry of Education and other 7 departments jointly issued the national youth campus 
football eight system construction action plan, the national senior level constantly exploring a 
consistent with the sports development status of campus football development path, from the 
beginning of the evaluation system single, rigid, to now the eight system established, the basic 
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development framework of campus football has been completed, so for the reform of campus 
football is the most frequent keywords in the literature.'Campus football' the main group is the 
students, and China since the reform and opening up between learning and training has not 
been a good solution, choose football or school is the child in the face of the biggest confusion, 
but many people choose the latter, from the beginning of the separation to physical education, 
the relationship between education and sports is getting closer, how to effectively integrate 
football and learning to a study is the current campus football.In the clustering of keywords 
also include Japan and Germany. As a world-class power, Germany has made a great 
contribution to the development of youth football. Under the direct leadership of the German 
Football Association, German football youth training has established a community amateur club 
system, school training system and regional association system.Nationwide, 25,324 clubs, 366 
elite centers, and 54 training centers provide scientific and systematic training for youth 
football players of all ages in four areas: basic training, talent development, elite promotion, 
and top player training.In contrast, in Japan, in the 1990s designed to improve the overall 
development level of football "plan" in one hundred, covers the youth football talent training, 
national team training, etc., with more advanced development concept, scientific operation, 
steady development attitude, Japanese football gradually walk in the forefront of 
Asia.Therefore[5], the excellent development experience of campus football can be actively 
absorbed and imitate.12 

3.3. Research Trend of Campus Football Paper on "Campus Football" 
In order to highlight the development context of campus football research, the author set up 
the "TimeZone View" operation in CiteSpaceⅢ, and drew the co-occurrence map of campus 
football research keywords (Figure 4 Topic time distribution map ), to show the research track 
and development trend in this field.As can be seen from Figure 6, the early research mainly 
focuses on the macro level of football culture, youth sports and campus activities. At a certain 
stage, the academic circle began to enter the middle level of campus football constraints, the 
combination path of sports and education, and the talent training system.In recent years, with 
the campus football schools and pilot area, teaching management platform, big data 
management system and other hot events, campus football again into the "hot" stage, and the 
depth of research content mining is formally on the agenda, mainly reflected in the football 
reform in the field of school sports implementation and regional distribution[6], the rise of 
campus football big data, campus football third party supervision evaluation and other micro 
level.Therefore, the content of campus football research is no longer limited to a single subject 
in the school field and a single paradigm of current situation diagnosis. 

4. Conclusions and Suggestions 

4.1. Conclusion 
1) The overall trend of the papers on 'campus football' can be divided into three stages: slow 
development stage (2008-2010), rapid development stage (2013-2018), stable development 
stage (2019-2021)  2) The campus football can be roughly divided into: the development and 
reform of campus football and integration, campus football and education, and imitation and 
learning 3) The campus football research trend develops from a single youth football to the 
study in the reform of school sports. 

4.2. Propose 
4.2.1. The Education Bureau and the Sports Bureau Will Work Together to Build and 

Improve the Youth Football Competition System 
In the notice on Printing the Opinions on Deepening the Integration of Sports and Education 
and Promoting the Healthy Development of Youth, it is clearly pointed out that compulsory 
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education, high school and college student sports events are jointly organized by education and 
sports departments, formulate competition plans and unify registration qualifications. 
Professional youth sports events are organized by individual associations and cooperated by 
the Student Sports Association of the Ministry of Education.At the same time, education, sports 
departments integrated school competition, U series of competitions and other kinds of youth 
sports events, establish division (primary school, junior high school, high school, university), 
cross-regional (county, city, provincial, national) four levels of youth sports system, use the 
spare time organization school games, weekend organization inter-school competition, holiday 
organization cross-regional and national competition.Ensure that the students compete every 
Monday and every month, ensure that the campus football competition has a complete 
competition system from the primary school to the university, and promote the development 
of the integration process of the campus football activity competition.The improvement of the 
competition system enables football players to participate in any educational stage, and their 
own football skills and tactical level can be maintained, so as to avoid no ball for playing to a 
great extent. 
4.2.2. Step by Layer Progressive, Improve the Campus Football Players Entrance 

Channel 
In Chinese society has always been the'heavy reading, light sports wrong thought, sports as the 
first of three education has "strong bones and bones, strong bones, increase knowledge, feelings, 
strong will" the important role [], is the growth process must accept physical education, due to 
the long-term existence of this thought makes many young football players stopped his football 
career before junior high school, one of the very important point is the difficult problem.In 
order to solve this problem that has been troubled by students and their parents for a long time, 
the Opinions specially put forward the smooth upward channel to promote the growth of 
outstanding talents.In terms of higher education, we have introduced policies to link the best 
team to the level of athletes at the provincial level and national age groups.Around adjust 
measures to local conditions to formulate and implement relevant school support policies, 
study and formulate with sports students evaluation, school security policies, explore flexible 
school status system, take comprehensive measures to create development space for sports 
students, provide channels for students willing to become professional athletes, remove the 
worries at home.The college entrance examination saves students and their parents from many 
worries, and can not only continue to receive professional football training in a higher 
education, but also learn rich cultural knowledge[7]. 
4.2.3. Establish an Incentive Mechanism to Encourage the Construction of All Age 

Echelons in Schools 
Encourage the construction of high-level sports team colleges and universities to establish 
football, basketball, volleyball and other collective ball team, encourage middle schools to 
establish football, basketball, volleyball school team, support primary and secondary schools 
set up youth sports club and the training subsidies, formulate sports teachers in extracurricular 
tutoring and organization competition activities hours and workload calculation subsidy 
policy.Sports team construction is an indispensable link of school sports development, improve 
the team construction to form the school sports culture, improve the school sports atmosphere, 
reduce the team requirements, can be divided into A, B, C three categories, each category 
represents a different level, and form a reward promotion system, in each team to form a 
positive internal competition atmosphere, encourage old players with new players, players 
help each other, improve the level of school competition. 
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